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ABSTRACT 

We have searched 1.4 x 106 e+e- annihilation events for particles 

2 +- -with 1-3 GeV I c mass and charge Q = -2/3 from the processes e e -+ qqX and 

+- - ~ e e -+ qq. Upper limits of RQ - 10 for each process are presented 

which improve the previous limits on free quark production in electro-

magnetic interactions by 2 orders of magnitude. 
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The possible observation of free quarks [l] at the level of 10-20 

(q+q)/nucleon in niobium has given new incentive to the search for 

fractionally charged particles using accelerators. Although it would 

seem reasonable to look in processes where quarks are believed to be 

directly produced, such as deep inelastic scattering and e+e-

annihilation, the fact is that free quark searches using electromagnetic 

interactions are few in number and not severely constraining [2-6]. Most 

past searches have looked for pair production of quarks on nuclear tar-

gets using bremsstrahlung photons from high energy electron beams. Their 

measured limits can be described in terms of the ratio RQ of the quark 

production cross section to the cross section for point-like QED particles 

of the same charge and mass. The most sensitive of these results are from 

Galik et al. [5] and, for charge Q = 2/3 quarks and RQ assumed to be 1.0, 

these place a lower limit on mass mQ of 1.8 GeV/c
2

. Better limits have 

recently been obtained in e+e- annihilation at PETRA using the JADE-jet 

2 
chamber [6]. For quark masses up to 12 GeV/c and Q = 2/3, they place 

90% C.L. upper limits on RQ of the order of 10-2• This letter presents 

results which are yet 2 orders of magnitude more sensitive in RQ for 

Q = 2/3 quarks in the range of mQ between 1 and 3 GeV/c
2 

We have undertaken a search for Q = -2/3 and Q = -1 particles with 

mass greater than a proton mass in e+e- annihilation using the SLAC-LBL 

Mark II detector at the SPEAR e+e- storage ring of the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Center. We have conducted high statistics searches in two 

general categories of events. The first search is for inclusive quark 

production from the process e+e--+ qqX in a sample of 9.8 x 105 multi

prong and non-coplanar 2-prong events. These events contain 2.7 x 106 
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observed tracks in the detector from a total integrated luminosity of 

-1 19900 nb · which represents all of the Mark II data taking at SPEAR with 

c.m. energies between 3.9 and 7.4 GeV. The second search uses a sample 

of 7.7 x tracks from 3.85 x 105 colinear 2-prong events in the s~ 
+- -energy range to search for the process e e + qq. 

Detailed descriptions of the detector have been given elsewhere 

[7-9]. The trigger for this experiment requires one track to register 

in the drift chambers and the appropriate ~e of 48 time-of-flight scin-

tillation counters (0.75 of 4w solid angle) as well as a second track to 

register in the inner layers of the drift chamber. Our understanding 

of the drift chamber implies highly relativistic particles with 

Q = 2/3 should provide more than sufficient primary ionization to keep 

the drift chamber tracking fully efficient. Furthermore, as will be 

shown, massive Q = 2/3 quarks produced in colliding beams at SPEAR 

energies are expected to be so slow as to actually leave substantially 

more than minimum ionization. The thresholds for the time-of-flight 

counters are sufficiently low to be fully efficient for highly relativ-

istic Q = 2/3 particles and this is empirically verified by reducing 

the light output of the N2 flashlamp/silica optical fiber system used 

to continually align and calibrate the time-of-flight system. In order 

to reach the time-of-flight counters, particles must traverse at least 

2.6 g/cm2 of carbon, or equivalent, and 1.7 g/cm2 of aluminim. 

+- -The first search, for e e + qqX, uses the time-of-flight system to 

measure the velocity, B •v/c, of all tracks. The average timing reso-

lution for hadron tracks is a • 0.30 nsec over flight-times which are 
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5-1 nsec for B • 1 particles but up to 45 nsec for particles with masses 

of interest here. Reconstructed tracks are required to be aimed toward 

the time-of-flight system (92%), to be 2 em away from a counter edge and 

5 em away from a counter end (80%). The counter must be intersected by 

~ly 1 reconstructed track (96%). Further, the z position along the 

counter can be determined from the time difference of the signals from 

the XP2230 phototubes viewing each end and this must agree to ±25 em with 

the z positi~ from the particle trajectory (98%). A final requirement 

is made that the particle trajectory pass through all 16 layers of the 

drift chamber (96%). The percentages given here represent the efficien-

cies for each cut as measured with low mass particles. 

Combining the time measurement with the apparent momentum, p 

the detector determines a mass 

2 2 
= ~ (1/f, 

Q2 
- 1) 

2 

=~ 
Q2 

pQ/Q, 

Figures la and lb show the observed spectrum of time-of-flight masses ~ 

for Q > 0 and Q < 0, respectively, for all tracks with 

2 2 2 
~ > 1.6 (GeV/c ) , (4482 tracks). Here p,B and thus have been cor-

rected for energy loss through the detector of Q 1 particles. Also 

indicated in fig. la are the expected locations of deuterons and tritons. 

Although their absence from the negatively charged data of fig. lb im-

plicates beam-gas collisions as the source of these particles, they 

illuminate our acceptance and provide excellent calibration signals which 

can be used to study the response of the detector to massive stable 

particles. The negatively charged data are relatively uncontaminated by 

beam-gas events and can be searched for new massive particles. 
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Fits to the Q = +1 data of fig. la give masses 1.89 ± .01 GeV/c2 

and 2.83 ± .07 GeV/c2 and widths a 2 of .45 and .86 (GeV/c2) 2 for the 
mT 

deuteron and triton signals, respectively. Fixing these masses and widths, 

one can then fit the Q = -1 data of fig. lb and arrive at upper limits on 

the number of events from inclusive d and t production in e+e- annihila-

tion. These limits are N(d) $ 9.3 events and N(t) $ 9.0 events at the 

90% confidence level. Efficiencies of 47% and 46%, respectively, are 

calculated using a hadronic production model E(d3a/dp3) ~ e-bE with 

b(E ) = 4.9-4.2 GeV-l which well describes all other hadron production 
c.m. 

in this energy range [9]. For integrated luminosities above threshold of 

19891 nb-1 and 5178 , respectively, these limits correspond to cross 

sections less than 1.0 pb and 3.9 pb for d and t production. These cross 

section limits then also hold approximately for any other massive stable 

particle, q, with charge Q = -1 and ordinary nuclear interactions. Using 

the average c.m. energies above threshold of 5.3 and 6.7 GeV, respectively, 

they can be expressed as limits on RQ which we define as the ratio of the 

production cross section to the p-pair cross section 

RQ 
+- -a(e e ..,. qqX) 

a(e+e-->- p+p-) 

These limits then become RQ $ 3.1 x 10-4 for the surrounding mass region 

2 -3 I 2 mQ = 1. 7 - 2.3 GeV/c and RQ $ 1.9 x 10 for mQ = 2.3 - 3.0 GeV c for 

Q = -1 at the 90% confidence level. 

To search for particles with charge Q = 2/3, the pulse height 

measurement can be used to obtain information on the ionization loss of 
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each track. After correction for particle pathlength, light attenuation 

in the 2.54 em Pilot F scintillator and electronics nonlinearities, one 

obtains the dE/dx distribution shown in fig. 2a for all tracks with 

mi > 1.6 (GeV/c
2

) 2 • The calibration is fixed by the average pulse height 

recorded for P pairs and Bhabha scattered electrons in each counter. It 

is apparent that, in contrast to the positively charged data, the negative-

ly charged tracks in fig. 2a overwhelmingly have dE/dx values which are 

consistent with those of minimum ionizing jql = 1 tracks [10], rather than 

strongly ionizing, low B massive tracks. As we are looking for weakly 

ionizing Q = -2/3 massive tracks, we have also plotted in fig. 2b the 

ratio of the measured dE/dx to the most probable energy loss calculated 

[11 - 14] for jQI = 1 and for B corrected to the entrance of the scintil

lator. To better than 15% this ratio is equal to the charge squared Q2 

of the particle. The width of the Q > 0 distribution in fig. 2b repre-

sents an energy loss resolution of a = 20%. 

The dashed curve in fig. 2b shows the expected distribution for 

Q -2/3, scaled from the measured deuterons and tritons. If we impose 

a cut on dE/dx / (dE/dx) d which is between 20% and 65% of the value pre 

expected for jQI = 1 particles, we should remain fully efficient for 

Q = -2/3 tracks. 

Figure 3 then presents the same data as fig. lb but after applying 

the dE/dx cut described above and with energy loss corrections to p and 

B performed according to Q -2/3. In addition, a vertex requirement 

has been imposed on the measured tracks which is fully efficient for 

primary particles from beam-beam collisions, but which reduces back-

ground contributions from beam-gas and other interactions. The data 
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are presented in Fig. 3 as a scatter plot of apparent momentum versus 

2 2 2 
~ = mQ/Q . Regions which could be populated by typical quark masses 

of mQ = 1.25 and 2.3 GeV/c2 are indicated. In our search, such regions 

are determined for each value of mQ by the ±2cr contours of the calculated 

mi resolution, the maximum momentum allowed by kinematics and the minimum 

momentum due to range cut-off for Q = 2/3. The ~ resolution calculation 

has been verified in detail for all detected particles. 

Table I then presents the maximum number of events observed for 

quark masses in each of several quark mass intervals and the 90% confi-

dence level upper limits based on those events. For higher masses 

(mQ > 1.9 GeV/c2), these limits are based simply on the total number of 

events observed within the contour region corresponding to each value of 

mQ. However for lower masses, (1.0- 1.9 GeV/c2), a background subtraction 

has been performed using sidebands given by the ±2cr and ±4cr contours for 

each mQ. To minimize efficiency corrections for events which could be 

lost due to the effects of increased ~ resolution at the highest momenta, 

luminosity used for mQ = 1.0 to 1.25 GeV/c2 was limited to that from 

5.2 GeV and below. 

Table I then translates these event limits into limits on cross 

section and on RQ. Quarks are assumed here to undergo normal nuclear 

interactions, i.e., a quark nuclear cross section of 10mb/nucleon which 

gives a 3% loss per track. The efficiency calculation uses the hadronic 

production model described previously but the search technique used here 

makes the efficiencies extremely model independent. 

The second search is for e+e- ~ qq in the colinear 2-prong data 

sample which is dominated by p-pair and Bhabha scattering events. 
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Here we require colinearity less than 10° and that the apparent momentum, 

Pq/Q, is greater than~ the beam energy, Eb. This momentum cut imposes 

a minor restriction on quark mass of mQ < .94Eb for Q = 2/3. If we then 

impose on both tracks the same cut on dE/dxj (dE/dx) d that was applied ---- pre 

to tracks in the previous inclusive analysis, no event candidates remain 

with both~ > 1.0 (GeV/c2) 2 • Table II then shows the calculated effi

ciency for a 1 + cos
2

eQ angular distribution and presents upper limits on 

the number of events and on RQ(qq) for Q = 2/3 and 1.0 < mQ < 2.8 GeV/c2 

[15]. As in the inclusive analysis, only the integrated luminosity from 

c.m. energies of 5.2 GeV and below is used for the lowest mass interval 

(1.0 < mQ < 1.25 GeV/c2). This is in order to minimize efficiency cor

rections due to ~ resolution effects, but it also insures that all tracks 

deposit more than their minimum ionization. 

This work was supported primarily by the Department of Energy, 

under contracts DE-AC03-76SF00515 and W-7405-ENG-48. Support for indi-

viduals came from the listed institutions plus DAAD Bonn and Ecole 

Polytechnique. 
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Table I. 90% C.L. Upper Limits for e+e- + qqX and Q = -2/3. 
Table II. 90% C.L, Upper Limits for e+e- + qq and Q = 2/3. 

Events fsedt aver. 

mQ maximum 
Eff. above a(qqX) E RQ(qqX) 

limit thresh. c.m. 
observed 

Events fPdt aver. 
mQ Eff. above a(qq) E RQ (qq) 

observed limit thresh. c.m. 

1.0 1.25 11 10.8 .47 14154 2.3 4.5 5.6 X 10-4 
1.0 - 1.25 0 2.3 .38 14154 0.51 4.5 1. 2 X 10-4 

1.25-1.9 5 6.5 .49 19891 1.0 5.2 3.0 X 10-4 
1. 25- 1.8 0 2.3 .46 19891 0.30 5.2 0. 9 X 10-4 

1.9 -2.1 3 6.8 .49 18920 0.76 5.3 2.3x 10-4 
1.8 -2.0 0 2.3 .51 18920 0.28 5.3 -4 0.8 X 10 

2.1 -2.6 1 3.9 .50 13778 0.56 6.0 2.3x 10-4 
2.0 - 2.4 0 2.3 .53 13778 0.37 6.0 -4 1.6 X 10 

2.6 - 3.0 1 3.9 .50 5178 1.5 6.7 8. 0 X 10-4 
2.4 -2.8 0 2.3 .53 5178 1.0 6.7 5. 2 X 10-4 

GeV/c2 -1 pb GeV nb 
I GeV/c2 pb GeV 
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Figure Captions 

2 2 2 2 Fig. L Mass spectrum ~ of tracks with m.r > 1.6 (GeV/c ) for 

(a) Q > 0 and (b) Q < 0. 

Fig. 2. (a) The measured energy loss for positive and negative 

Fig • .3. 

2 2 2 tracks with~ > 1.6 (GeV/c ) • (b) The ratio of the 

measured energy loss to the most probable energy loss 

calculated for Q • 1. 

2 Scatter plot of mT versus apparent momentum for Q < 0 

data satisfying vertex requirement and dE/dx cut for 

Q = -2/.3. Also indicated are expected regions for 

typical quark masses MQ • 1.25 and 2.3 GeV/c2• 
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